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Web-based GUI (HTML/CSS/Javascript)
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Cluster running Sun Grid Engine

Each node contains 
internally developed tools for 
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BioByte, R, Dragon, AMSOL, 
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Forward to other in-house 
web servers for additional 

processing.

Project goals
- Develop and exploit cheminformatics and
     QSAR tools at a single location
 - Open access from across all of AZ
 - Integrated into chemists' workflow
 - Easily support new methods and descriptors
 - Standardized property names and definitions
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consensus prediction

other descriptors

Manages nearly 10,000 molecular properties derived from
hundreds of models, thousands of descriptors.

Models and properties can depend on other models and properties.

PyDrone manages dependencies with a property registry. 
To add a new prediction method, update the registry.

Give it the input structure and properties to compute,
It computes the needed intermediates, including caching.
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PyDrone uses a dependency-based execution model.  
Only the steps in red are needed to compute
the blood-brain barrier consensus prediction. 

PyDrone compute engine

... many more ...
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* This is very simplified.  The  full 
interdependencies make a very large and 

confusing graph!

C-Lab front end

- user management
- job control
- format conversion
- identifier lookups
- help
- load balancing


